
MITT DOESN’T EVEN
KNOW WHEN MI’S
RECESSION STARTED
[youtube]9fUJ87p9Htw[/youtube]

I thought I was going to be all-Santorum all-
the-time until the primary on February 28.
Apparently Mitt has gotten the jump on Santorum,
though, here with an ad that proves he knows so
little about the state he was born in that he
doesn’t even know when the depression here
started.

The ad starts with the suggestion that people
who go to the North American Auto Show–an event
attended by people from all over the world–makes
you a Michigander.

But it’s the word salad that comes later that is
really funny.

President Obama did all these things the
liberals have wanted to do for years.
And the fact that you’ve got millions of
Americans out of work, home values
collapsing, people here in Detroit in
distress. I want to make MI stronger and
better. MI’s been my home.

The implication is, of course, that Obama did a
bunch of liberal things–like investing in new
technologies in MI–and as a consequence millions
lost their jobs, home values collapsed, and
people in Detroit got distressed.

There’s a big problem with that. Both
unemployment and foreclosures started going up
in MI well before Obama became President.
Unemployment peaked in June, just 5 months after
he got elected. And while home prices everywhere
peaked in 2006, in MI they started falling a
little ahead of the rest of the country (though
I’m not about to defend Obama’s housing
policies). MI actually entered this recession in
2003, not 2007.
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If you blame a state’s woes on the guy who was
president when those woes started (you don’t,
but that’s the word salad argument he is trying
to make), then Mitt should be talking about how
Bush, by enacting all these things conservatives
have wanted to do for years, doomed MI.

That wouldn’t be the truth, either. But at least
it would reveal a passing familiarity with the
recent plight of the state you’re trying to
claim as home.


